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ABSTRACT
Latin American Data Drought: An Assessment of Available River Observation Data in
Select Latin American Countries and Development of a Web-Based Application
for a Hydrometeorological Database System in Spanish
Stephen Joseph Bolster
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, BYU
Master of Science
The demand and collection of hydrometeorological data is growing to support hydrologic
and hydraulic analyses, and other studies. These data can amount to extensive information that
requires sound data management to enable efficient storage, access, and use. While much of the
globe is using technology to efficiently collect and store hydrometeorological data, other parts,
such as developing countries, are unable to do so. This thesis presents an assessment of available
river observations data in Latin American countries in Central America and the Caribbean. The
assessment analyzes 1) access to available data, 2) spatial density of data, and 3) the temporal
extents of data. This assessment determines that there are sections of the study area that
constitute a drought of data or have limited data available.
Furthermore, the development of an internationalized HydroServer Lite, a lite-weight
web-based application for database and data management, is undertaken. A pilot program of the
translated system in Spanish is established with an agency in each of the following countries:
Guatemala, Honduras, and Nicaragua. The internationalized version of HydroServer Lite
promises to be a useful tool for these groups. While full implementation is currently underway,
benefits include improved database management, access to data, and connectivity to global
groups seeking to aid developing countries with hydrometeorological data.

Keywords: CUAHSI, data availability, GEOSS, hydrologic data, HydroServer Lite, Latin
America
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1

INTRODUCTION

Collection of hydrometeorological data is necessary for hydrologic and hydraulic analyses,
and is ever more important with increasing sophistication of models (Silberstein, 2006). These
data are needed by agencies large and small across the globe. On the large scale, the United States
Geological Survey (USGS) and the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) together have over
350 million data points in 1.8 million stations across the United States (Beran and Piasecki, 2008).
Smaller regional agencies that collect hydrometeorological data by automated sensors or even by
hand can surpass millions of data points. This immense volume of data brings difficulties in
maintaining it, including data storage, data organization, and data access. Agencies either manage
data with in-house systems or pay for commercial software systems from third-parties. This
problem leads agencies to devote thousands of dollars annually to maintain accessible and working
data. Conversely, poor data management can spur other problems such as difficulty in locating
data, costly preprocessing of data for use, inconsistent data, and/or inadequately documented data
(Pokorny, 2006).

1.1

A Data Drought?
Is there a lack of available data in parts of the globe? In some developing countries, the

lack of data management and thereby lack of available data prevents accurate studies from taking
place. In Costa Rica, a study to determine groundwater vulnerability was greatly impeded because
of the lack of data (Mende et al, 2006). This study to help protect groundwater resources yielded
1

data with growing uncertainty because input variables needed to be estimated. Other studies in
Africa required that variables be excluded from vulnerability assessments because input data could
not be found (Alemaw et al, 2004). These examples are typical for many studies in developing
countries where the lack of data and data management prevents or impedes studies. While
developing countries struggle with data availability and management, the issue is not confined
solely to those nations. A survey of New Zealand hydrologists found that reliable, accurate, and
more plentiful data are necessary for complete studies, stating that a central location or national
data repository could alleviate data contradictions and unreliability (Williams et al, 2008).
In general, lack of data impedes and reduces the accuracy of studies, but what effects does
this have pertaining to river observations? River observations are any measurement taken on
streams including stream stage or water level and/or streamflow or discharge. In regards to
geographical extent, sufficient density of river observations is necessary to understand the
“availability of surface water resources, their geographical distribution, and their variability in
time.” This information helps to determine the magnitude and frequency of floods and droughts
(Guide to Hydrologic Practices, 2008). Temporal requirements for river observations include the
extent of data, observation start and end date. A study on climatic changes in Canada by Burn
(2002) determined that a minimum data extent of twenty-five years was necessary to ensure
statistical validity of results. Similar extents are necessary when determining environment or
human variations on rivers, such as dams and deforestation.
One solution to data unavailability is the encouragement of data publishing or data sharing.
Data sharing can prevent the loss of data as occurs with any unpublished research (Heidorn, 2008).
Similarly, the cost of saving and reusing shared published data is likely to be lower than
recollecting the data again. In areas where multiple agencies may monitor data, such as the closely
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spaced countries of Europe or Central America, the exchange of hydrometeorological data can
help the understanding and management of rare events such as flash floods (Viglione et al, 2010).
The understanding of these localized events depends on a broader spatial context than one region
alone to be fully analyzed, in which case data exchange is necessary (Borga et al., 2008). Data
management inherently benefits from data sharing due to the processing required to publish data.
Data management occurs by one of three possibilities: in-house-setup, third-party
proprietary software, or free and open source software. The choice between each of these data
management systems is generally made by usability, operating costs, and organization needs.
However, the three options can result in a variety of management systems, including data managed
in paper files and cabinets, scattered files on computers and hard drives, to sophisticated servers
that can remotely obtain real time situ data. To facilitate data sharing and publication some global
organizations have provided standards in which data can be shared and read by any group
requesting it.

1.2

GEOSS and the WMO
The Group on Earth Observations (GEO) coordinated efforts to create the Global Earth

Observations Systems of Systems (GEOSS). This voluntary effort by ninety governments and
seventy-seven organizations brings together data from each member and provides access to
information and a connection of services for a global synergetic effort (GEO, 2005). The goals of
GEOSS as explained by Butterfield, Pearlman, and Vickroy (2008) are:
1. achieve a comprehensive, coordinated, and sustained Earth observation system of
systems;
2. assist developing countries in improving and sustaining their contributions;
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3. achieve universal and effective utilization of observations, data and products, and the
related technologies; and
4. full and open exchange of data with minimum time delay and minimum cost.

GEOSS fulfills these goals by bringing together global data systems into a comprehensive
system of interoperable data systems spanning nine societal benefit areas including water, see
Figure 1-1 (Christian, 2005). GEOSS is developing the GEO Discovery and Access Broker (DAB)
to allow anyone to access the data connected to their system of systems. A major concern of
GEOSS is enabling and connecting with developing countries; many of the same that are unable
to efficiently manage their hydrometeorological data. Brigham Young University (BYU) is
working in part with other American organizations to provide an infrastructure using HydroServer
Lite that will enable non-English speaking organizations lacking advanced technical skill and
funds to join GEOSS. These efforts fulfill each of the four stated goals of GEOSS and were part
of the sixth GEOSS Architecture Implementation Pilot (API-6), which focused on benefits and
usability for developing countries.
The World Meteorological Organization (WMO) has provided a framework for
international cooperation for meteorology and hydrology. One of their many programs is the
World Hydrological Cycle Observing System (WHYCOS, 2014). WHYCOS promotes the free
exchange of hydrologic data. It follows a demand-driven approach by supporting eighteen
regional-level and basin-level groups. The WMO is also a participating member of GEOSS.

4

Figure 1-1: The Nine Societal Benefit Areas of GEOSS

1.3

Commercial Software Solutions for Water Data Sharing
While there are many companies that provide software for water data sharing, two third-

party companies that produce widely used data management software systems are Kisters and
Aquatic Informatics. Each produce a line of software tools that provide data management,
automated data processing, system security, data processing tools, and more. Software is
developed for versatile use and sold commercially. The USGS uses Aquatic Informatics software
to efficiently manage water time series data nationally (aquaticinformatics.com). These
commercial solutions for water data sharing include full technical support staff and regular updates
for software improvements. They also require large monetary investments. Hydstra, WISKI, or
5

AQUARIUS Servers can cost thousands of dollars per year per license (Kisters 2014, Aquatic
Informatics 2014). Additional costs are needed to perform software training. In regards to Hydstra,
Kisters states “Due to the comprehensive nature of Hydstra, it is essential that all users receive
adequate training… it is important for an organization to make an ongoing commitment to training
to cater for new staff and to keep up with the latest improvements to the system.” These costs can
be unsustainable for developing countries. For instance, one water resources management agency
in Honduras used a version of Hydstra for many years; however, when they were unable to update
to the newest version they in turn were unable to access the data stored and retrieved through this
software. When water management agencies with low budgets, such as those in developing
countries, use software that requires rigorous training and upkeep their ability to update it, manage
it, and essentially use it is greatly impaired.

1.4

Free and Open Source Solutions for Water Data Sharing
The Consortium of Allied Universities for Hydrologic Science, Inc. (CUAHSI) is dedicated

to the development of water science infrastructure and services in the United States. CUAHSI
develops free and open source software. This model of software development provides significant
benefits to all groups, including student, academics, consultants, agencies, and even software
suppliers (Harvey and Han, 2002). The greatest benefits are provided in the form of harnessing
new developments and rapid incorporation of changes in software or theory. The CUAHSI
Hydrologic Information System (HIS) has developed many open source innovations to improve
data management and access, including sharing (HydroServer), storing (the Observations Data
Model [ODM]), cataloging (HydroCatalog), and discovery (HydroDesktop). The interconnectivity
of these tools is shown in Figure 1-2.
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Figure 1-2: CUAHSI Data Triangle

HydroServer is any server that is connected to the internet that communicates through
Service Orientated Application Protocol (SOAP) web services called WaterML and Water One
Flow (Huang et al, 2011; Piasecki et al, 2010). These web services act as endpoints that permit the
server’s data to be read through other systems (Ames et al, 2009; Ames et al, 2012; Horsburgh et
al, 2008). While the code of HydroServer is open source it requires the use of a Microsoft SQL
Server database, a virtual private or dedicated server with the Windows Server operating system,
and the Microsoft .NET framework. A HydroServer with enabled web mapping capabilities
requires the additional Esri ArcGIS Server license. The ODM is an established database schema
that collocates observational data with its metadata in one database (Horsburgh et al, 2008). The
ODM was developed with community input from a range of water resource disciplines and is
tailored to enable the documentation and annotation of data to allow for unambiguous presentation
7

and interpretation. HydroCatalog, known as HIS Central, is a centralized catalog which compiles
registered publically accessible HydroServers (Horsburgh et al, 2009). Registered HydroServers’
web service endpoints are cataloged and exposed with web methods that allow searching for sites
and time series across multiple servers. HydroDesktop is a geographical information system (GIS)
that accesses HydroServer data through the catalog and permits discovery of all data with specified
ontology parameters at HIS Central or from a specified Water One Flow Web Service (Ames et al
2009; Ames et al 2012). HydroDesktop provides the capabilities for data download, visualization,
analysis, and manipulation. HydroDesktop, as is all of CUAHSI software and services, is free and
open source. This permits the user-development of the software and allows the design of plugins
such as additional map viewers, EPA watershed delineation, Hydro-R statistical analysis software,
and more.
The utility of HydroServer and other resources from CUAHSI has moved beyond the
United States and has been adopted by agencies in Italy (The Italian Institute for Environmental
Protection and Research), New Zealand (The National Institute of Water and Atmospheric
Research), and the Czech Republic (Kadlec, 2011). New Zealand has implemented a traditional
HIS configuration, while Italy has deployed their HIS through a Linux based system. The Czech
systems relies on the hydrodata.cz web server which harvests data from various government
published sources. This daily data harvest then stores the data in a database on its server. The
ability of these agencies to harness these developments from CUAHSI was dependent on the
technical capabilities of their staff and the monetary funds necessary to purchase hardware and
software to implement CUAHSI services. While the code and software for the CUAHSI
HydroServer is free, it does require hardware and software that can total over $10,000, USD, which
many small organizations across the globe cannot afford. These costs are incurred in obtaining
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Microsoft SQL Server database, Windows Server operating system, the Microsoft .NET
framework, and Esri ArcGIS Server license (hydroserver.codeplex.com, Microsoft.com,
Esri.com). In addition to costs, once hardware is obtained, advanced information technology
technical skills are required to setup and maintain this software and hardware. One setup of
HydroServer took a person with little information technology experience two months of half-day
work to install and configure (White, 2012). The monetary and technical capabilities required to
implement HydroServer prevents organizations that lack these necessities from using HIS
(Conner, 2013).

1.5

HydroServer Lite
In 2012, HydroServer Lite was developed by Idaho State University in conjunction with

CUAHSI as a lite-weight system to maintain hydrologic data, catering to volunteer groups and
research labs that typically use third-party web hosting services (Kadlec, 2010). HydroServer Lite
is modified to operate on ASP.NET web hosting servers without the original HydroServer
applications that must be run with full trust. It also uses the LAMP (Linux-Apache-MySQL-PHP)
software stack, and as such is fully customizable to fit the specific needs of users (see source code
at hydroserverlite.codeplex.com). HydroServer Lite employs the same data structure through the
ODM, maintains the same global data standards of WaterML, and provides the same access
through web services such as Water One Flow. This allows access to registered data through all
CUAHI software. The required web server with a MySQL database to run HydroServer Lite is
easily attainable through free or low-cost commercial webhosting services.
HydroServer Lite uses Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) and SQL scripts to populate the
necessary database tables during a simple installation sequence. Once setup and installed,
HydroServer Lite employs a graphical user interface (GUI) to aid users in establishing metadata
9

and data values, including, a geographical display of site locations. This simplified system for
hydrologic data management is all inclusive and provides an economical and minimal skill level
solution to managing the ever growing amount of hydrologic data.
HydroServer Lite has proved beneficial to groups that wish to maintain data with standards
based software. However, these benefits are currently limited to groups that understand and use
English in a working environment, excluding many developing countries that require such a tool.
Even if a non-English speaking group was able to use the current version of HydroServer Lite by
translating specific words as needed, barriers to use would exist still. A study by Holmstrom (2006)
on global software engineering found that “vocabulary itself is not the main problem but rather the
interpretation of what is said”. To most effectively use HydroServer Lite as a hydrologic data
management tool in non-English speaking developing countries it would need to be translated into
other languages along with similar instructional guides for its use. A version of HydroServer Lite
for use in these developing countries would increase their ability to participate in global initiatives
such as GEOSS, by mutually giving and receiving benefits from these global cooperatives.

1.6

Research Questions and Thesis Organization
This thesis undertakes two primary research questions. 1) In developing countries in Latin

America a data drought exists for river observation data in terms of data availability, spatial
density, and temporal extent. 2) The development of an internationalized HydroServer Lite
translated to Spanish would be successful in improving data management and access.
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter Two includes an assessment
of the river observation data drought in Latin America. Chapter Three includes the development
of the internationalized HydroServer Lite, its translation to Spanish, and a pilot program with three
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agencies in Central America. Chapter Four includes conclusions for the previous chapters and
evaluates the research questions outlined herein.
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2

2.1

A DATA DROUGHT IN LATIN AMERICA: DATA AVAILABILITY IN LATIN
AMERICAN COUNTRIES IN THE CARIBBEAN AND CENTRAL AMERICA

Introduction
In developing countries, many studies’ results demonstrate that there is a need for more

data to complete full analyses. In 2006, Mende found that a lack of data impeded their results for
a ground water assessment in Costa Rica. In 2004 Alemaw, determined that limited data for certain
variables required that they be excluded from their assessment of ground water vulnerability to
pollution. These studies in developing countries have found that limited data impeded their results.
While both of these studies determined that limited data affected studies involving
groundwater, is there also a limit on available data for river observations? A study by Stehr et al
(2008) in Chile was restricted to calibrating hydrologic models to four gauging stations for the
4,265 square kilometer Vergara basin. The researchers found that this was a low density relative
to other basins in developed parts of the world, such as a similarly sized basin in Germany that has
46 gauging stations (Samaniego and Bárdissy, 2005).
Other studies determined that in Latin American countries many areas have sufficient
meteorological data but insufficient hydrologic data. Therefore, to evaluate hydrologic parameters
estimation is required by use of the meteorological data (Shiklomanov, 1993). This same study
found that much of the data in developing countries, including those in Latin America, were
unacceptable for use because their length of record was too short, five to ten years and/or the data
was fragmented.
13

These studies demonstrate that there are areas where only limited data is available;
however, none provide a comprehensive assessment of the actual state of data limitations. Pringle
et al. (2000) determined that in the developing tropical regions of Latin America, insufficient data
is available to understand the biotic effects of manmade changes, such as dams and watershed
development. However, these data are essential because as populations expand, regulation of the
rivers will be necessary for flood control and water resources.
The WMO has presented guidelines for minimum station density. Having stations at this
minimum density will help countries better manage water resources and observe the magnitude
and frequency of floods and droughts. While this information is given in their handbook Guide to
Hydrologic Practices, no assessments or reports are published on the extent that a country has met
these standards. Similarly, no study has sought to determine the extent to which a data drought
exists for developing countries, if at all.
This study seeks to determine the extent that a data drought, regarding river observations,
exists in Latin American countries. The specific area of interest is Central America and the
Caribbean. This region was selected because of the Spanish capability of the researcher and ties to
regional hydrologic data managers. The area of interest includes: Belize, Cuba, Costa Rica, the
Dominican Republic, El Salvador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, and
Puerto Rico.

2.2

Methodology
An extensive search of available river observations began with major catalogs that maintain

government, academic research, and private data. Beginning a search through catalogs would
obtain all available data that have free and unrestricted access. However, because many
organization do not permit such access, the search for river observations also included contacting
14

specific agencies that manage hydrometric data by phone and email. Personal acquaintances were
also contacted by phone and email to obtain data.

2.2.1

Major Catalogs
The major catalogs used in the search for river observations included the DataONE, the

Global River Discharge Centre (GRDC), and the CUAHSI HIS Central (SDSC, 2011). Each
catalog was searched in the area of interest for datasets that contained the words: streamflow,
stream discharge, stream gauge, and stream water level. Results from the searches were then
reviewed individually to ensure that datasets were not duplicated and contained relevant
information. For example, a search in HydroDesktop found 254 datasets in Puerto Rico while only
248 unique stations were found there. Ten datasets were found in Costa Rica; however, only two
unique stations were found. Likewise, searching the DataONE catalog yielded eight datasets;
however, four datasets were duplicates of those found from the GRDC, and the others found were
not in the area of interest. Table 2-1 summarizes the data available in the area of interest found
through major catalogs.

2.2.2

Searching for Data from Government and Private Agencies
In many countries there is a key organization that manages hydrometeorological data. This

private or government organization may collect data for the whole country or specific regions.
Internet searches to find each organization took place by using keywords such as hidrología
(hydrology), hidráulica (hydraulics), recursos hídricos (water resources), red hidrométrica
(hydrometric network), and the country’s name. Once organizations were found for that country
the website was searched for any public information on river observations in the country. If the

15

Table 2-1: Available Data Found through Major Catalogs
CUAHSI Catalog
(HydroDesktop)

GRDC Catalog

Unique to GRDC

Belize

0

0

0

Costa Rica

2

43

17

Cuba

0

10

10

Dominican Republic

0

5

0

El Salvador

0

5

2

Guatemala

0

7

3

Haiti

0

0

0

Honduras

0

5

3

Mexico

0

57

2

Nicaragua

0

16

14

Panama

0

15

0

248

24

0

Country

Puerto Rico

necessary information was not found then a data request was sent to published contacts on the
website that dealt with water resources, meteorology, and/or engineering. If no contact was made
then phone calls were placed to the organization. Data for Puerto Rico, a United States territory,
are maintained by the USGS in the National Water Information System (NWIS), and was thereby
registered in the HIS Central Catalog. These data were accessed by both HydroDesktop and
HydroExcel (Whiteaker, 2009); both were used to ensure a complete dataset.

2.2.3

Personal Contacts
If a personal contact was available for an organization in a country then they were sent data

requests through email or phone calls. Many of these contacts were available through Fidel Perez,
former director of the Department of Hydrology at the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hidráulicos
(National Institute of Water Resources) in the Dominican Republic, who is pursuing his doctorate
degree at BYU. His personal contacts included people in the following countries: Cuba, Costa
Rica, the Dominican Republic, El Salvador, and Haiti.
16

Other contacts have occurred through collaborative relationships between BYU, the
Organization of American States (OAS), and agencies in the area of interest. Requests were made
to obtain data from agencies in the Dominican Republic, Honduras, Guatemala, and Nicaragua.
While data for Mexico are available through their country’s website, access to it was
cumbersome and restrictive. The data stored in a Microsoft Access database had been previously
converted to the CUAHSI framework by Gonzalo Espinoza (2012) at the University of Texas at
Austin. Personal communication with Mr. Espinoza informed me of this dataset hosted at World
Water Online (http://worldwateronline.org/).

2.2.4

Data Analysis
Stations that record river observations were compiled into excel tables that listed key

attributes, including: station name, river name, X and Y locations or longitude and latitude,
organization responsible for data, organization ID, method to obtain the data, start and end date of
data record, station status of operation, and number of data points collected at each station. Excel
files were used to create shapefiles for spatial visualization.
Station density for each country was analyzed based on the total number of stations, the
number of active stations, the total square kilometers in the country, and river kilometers per
station. River kilometers were determined by using the stream lines at fifteen arc-second resolution
created by the USGS HydroSHEDS project (Lehner et al, 2008). The stream lines used a threshold
of one hundred upstream cells for delineation.
Station density was compared to the WMO guidelines for recommended minimum
densities of stations recording stream flow found in the Guide to Hydrological Practices, Volume
I, Hydrology – From Measurement to Hydrological Information (2008). Station densities were
also compared to the results found for Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico is used as a standard for
17

comparison because its river observations are maintained by the USGS, while at the same time
having similar tropical climate, physiographic regions, and socioeconomic conditions as the rest
of the area of interest.

2.3

Results and Discussion
The availability of data will be discussed in terms of access to data, and temporal and

spatial extent by which data covers each country. Figure 2-1 shows the location and operating
status of each station for the entire area of interest.

Figure 2-1: Locations of Stations Recording River Observations in Central America and the Caribbean
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2.3.1

Access to Data Results
This search for available river observation data produced varying results for each country

in the area of interest. Data from the GRDC are available in all the area of interest countries except
Haiti and Belize. Duplicate stations by the GRDC dataset were not included in the final analysis
nor are they accounted for in determining access to data for a country. The following paragraphs
narrate the availability of data for each country.

2.3.1.1 Results for Belize
The webpage hydromet.gov.bz operated by the Belize National Meteorological Service
was accessed to find data for Belize. The webpage includes a hydrology data request form,
however, responses to inquiries from this form were never answered. Likewise, the page showing
hydrology data statistics only provided data for one station and was unable to change to other
stations. Contacting the Chief Meteorologist by email garnered a response, which culminated in
obtaining PDFs of the data. Data are available by request at no charge. Figure 2-2 shows the
locations of all stations recording river observations.
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Figure 2-2: Station Locations and Operating Status in Belize

2.3.1.2 Results for Costa Rica
No website was found that contained direct access to hydrologic data; however, personal
contacts provided the email of the Director of C. S. Estudios Básicos de Ingeniería (Basic
Engineering Studies) within the Instituto Costarricense de Electricidad (Costa Rican Institute of
Electricity) a state-owned holding company that controls assets in electric energy generation,
transmission, and distribution. Data were transmitted through email by the Hydrology Area
Coordinator. Data are available by request, but it is unknown if full datasets require a fee. Data
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were also found through HydroDesktop for two stations. Figure 2-3 shows the locations of all
stations recording river observations.

Figure 2-3: Station Locations and Operating Status in Costa Rica

2.3.1.3 Results for Cuba
The website for the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hidráulicos (National Institute of
Hydraulic Resources) www.hidro.cu has no information about a river observation monitoring
network. Emails to website contacts and to personal contacts received no responses. No specific
data were obtained for Cuba. Figure 2-4 shows the locations of GRDC stations.
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Figure 2-4: Station Locations in Cuba

2.3.1.4 Results for the Dominican Republic
BYU has a collaborative agreement with the Instituto Nacional de Recursos Hidráulicos
(INDRHI). This relationship allowed for data requests to be sent directly to the agency. Data are
available from both the INDRHI website indrhi.gob.do/ and an installation of HydroServer hosted
at BYU, byuhydro.byu.edu/. Data are in various formats and are free. Figure 2-5 shows the
locations of all stations recording river observations.
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Figure 2-5: Station Locations and Operating Status in the Dominican Republic

2.3.1.5 Results for El Salvador
Links are available to obtain data for El Salvador on the website for the Ministerio de
Medio Ambiente y Recursos Naturales (Ministry of Environment and Natural Resources).
However,

the

links

to

access

historical

time

series

data

do

not

work,

snet.gob.sv/ver/hidrologia/archivo+historico/series+historicas/. Personal contacts by email to the
agency yielded Excel files containing station information. Data are available by request in Excel
format, no fee required. Figure 2-6 shows the locations of all stations recording river observations.
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Figure 2-6: Station Locations and Operating Status in El Salvador

2.3.1.6 Results for Guatemala
The website for the Instituto Nacional de Sismología, Vulcanología, Meteorología e
Hidrología (INSIVUMEH) (National Institute for Seismology, Volcanology, Meteorology, and
Hydrology) insivumeh.gob.gt, contains maps and station names for active stations. No datasets are
available on the web nor did calling the organization result in further information. A second way
to access limited data is through the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA)
at amazon.nws.noaa.gov/hads/charts/GT.html. Data from INSIVUMEH are available as maps and
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from NOAA in tabular format; data from Guatemala is free of charge. Figure 2-7 shows the
locations of all stations recording river observations.

Figure 2-7: Locations of Operating Stations in Guatemala

2.3.1.7 Results for Haiti
No website was found where hydrologic data could be obtained for Haiti. Personal contacts
provided a phone and email for an engineer who works in water resources in Haiti, but after
multiple requests for information none was received. Anecdotal information stated that the country
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has twenty-three stations that collect river observations, however, this information was never
confirmed with any data. No specific data were obtained for Haiti.

2.3.1.8 Results for Honduras
While no information was available through the Secretaría de Energía, Recursos Naturales,
Ambiente y Minas (Secretary of Energy, Natural Resources, Environment, and Mining) of
Honduras, a collaborative agreement with BYU and an agency in Honduras known as the
Comisión Contra Inundaciones en Valle de Sula (CCIV), which translates to the commission
against flooding in the Sula Valley, provided access to river observation data. Limited amounts of
data are also available at http://amazon.nws.noaa.gov/hads/charts/HN.html. Data are available in
various formats at no charge. Figure 2-8 shows the locations of all stations recording river
observations.

2.3.1.9 Results for Mexico
Access to data are available through the website of the Comisión Nacional del Agua
(National Commission of Water) Banco Nacional de Datos de Aguas Superficiales (National
Surface

Water

Data

Bank)

at

conagua.gob.mx/CONAGUA07/Contenido/Documentos/

Portada%20BANDAS.htm. Access to files through the website is in Microsoft Access format.
These data have been converted into the CUAHSI framework and are available at
centraltexashub.org/kiwis.htm, and for this study were accessed through HydroExcel using Water
One Flow web services. Data for Mexico are available in various data formats at no charge. Figure
2-9 shows the locations of all stations recording river observations.
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Figure 2-8: Station Locations and Operating Status in Honduras
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Figure 2-9: Station Locations and Operating Status in Mexico

2.3.1.10 Results for Nicaragua
The Instituto Nicaragüense de Estudios Territoriales (INETER), translated to the
Nicaraguan Institute for Terrestrial Studies, provides limited access to data on its website
www.ineter.gob.ni/. This site restricts data retrieval to the past seven days. While BYU has a
collaborative agreement with this agency, few data have been obtained. Some additional data were
provided from this group by email. Data for Nicaragua in various digital formats are available
upon request for a fee. Figure 2-10 shows the locations of all stations recording river observations.

Figure 2-10: Station Locations and Operating Status in Nicaragua
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2.3.1.11 Results for Panama
Hydrologic data are managed by the Empresa de Transmisión Eléctrica S. A. (Company of
Electricity Transmission). Their website, hidromet.com.pa/hidro_historicos.php, provides
monthly summaries for each station. Contacting the organization through their general email
provided access to full datasets. Data are available in various digital formats without a fee for
academic work. Figure 2-11 shows the locations of all stations recording river observations.

Figure 2-11: Station Locations and Operating Status in Panama
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2.3.1.12 Results for Puerto Rico
All data were obtained through HydroExcel from the NWIS. Data are available in various
digital formats without a fee. Figure 2-12 shows the locations of all stations recording river
observations. Table 2-2 provides a summary of data access for each country.

Figure 2-12: Station Locations and Operating Status in Puerto Rico
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Table 2-2: Summary of Data Access for Each Country in Area of Interest
Country

Total
Active
Stations Stations

Belize

50

26

Costa Rica

121

56

9

0

Dominican
Republic

241

44

El Salvador

37

30

Guatemala

25

22

Haiti*

23

23

Cuba

32

Honduras

41

33

1549

371

29

13

Access Type

Access Means

Website

http://hydromet.gov.bz/hydrology-unit

Website Email

rlopez@hydromet.gov.bz

Personal Email
N/A

JGranados@ice.go.cr
JZunigaM@ice.go.cr
N/A

Personal Email Available Upon Request
Website

byuhydro.byu.edu/
snet.gob.sv/ver/hidrologia/archivo+historico/series+histori
Website
cas/
Personal Email mmartinez@marn.gob.sv
http://www.insivumeh.gob.gt:8080/redhidromet/frmMapa1.
Website
aspx#
Website
amazon.nws.noaa.gov/hads/charts/GT.html
N/A
N/A
Personal Email Available Upon Request
Website
http://amazon.nws.noaa.gov/hads/charts/HN.html

Data
Format

Charge

Access

PDF

None

Upon Request

PDF

Unknown Upon Request

N/A

N/A

Unavailable

Various
None
Digital

Upon Request

Excel

Upon Request

None

Various
None
Digital
N/A

N/A

Various
None
Digital

Unavailable
Upon Request
Open

Website
Mexico

Nicaragua
Panama

156

61

ftp://ftp.conagua.gob.mx/Bandas/Bases_Datos_Bandas
Various
None
http://crwrDigital
Website
wisk03.crwr.utexas.edu/cuahsiws/wsdl/WaterOneFlow.wsdl
Website
http://www.ineter.gob.ni/
Various
Fee
Digital
Personal Email Available Upon Request

Open

Website

http://www.hidromet.com.pa/hidro_historicos.php

Website Email

hidromet@etesa.com.pa

Open

Restricted

None for
Various
Academic Upon Request
Digital
Use

Website

http://waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis
Various
http://river.sdsc.edu/wateroneflow/NWIS/DailyValues.asmx Digital None
CUAHSI Catalog
?WSDL
*Station information for Haiti is anecdotal and could not be confirmed
Puerto Rico

248

112

Open

2.3.2

Access to Data Analysis
Of the twelve countries studied only two have open access to river observation data. While

supplemental data can be found through the GRDC, this dataset represents only seven percent of
the stations found through this study. Of the remaining ten countries, three have restricted or
unavailable access to data. Comparing open access to restricted access datasets, the former has
greater data organization and better data extents. These datasets benefit from using global data
standards such as those found through the CUAHSI framework. Similarly, data access with open
datasets is nearly instantaneous, while obtaining this same type of data from other organizations
requires contacting various people to obtain the data over the course of days or weeks. It can be
inferred that to some degree a similar lag in obtaining data is experienced by users within the
organization that maintains the data. Eight countries have websites and provide access to the data
or provide contact information from which data can be obtained. The remaining four countries
either have no access to data or require personal associations and contacts with organizations to
obtain data. This represents sixteen percent of the total land mass of the study area, which has data
essentially unavailable. Excluding Mexico from the total land mass, it would represent sixty
percent of the remaining area.

2.3.3

Density Results and Analysis
The density of stations in each country is analyzed for both the total number of stations and

the number of active stations by the river kilometers and square kilometers per stations. Table 2-3
shows the results of this analysis and Table 2-4 shows the minimum recommended densities
prescribed by the WMO by physiographic region.
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Table 2-3: Station Density Analysis Results

Country
Belize
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Puerto Rico

Total
Active
Stations Stations
50
121
9
241
37
25
23
41
1549
29
141
248

26
56
0
44
30
22
23
33
371
13
61
112

Km2 per
Station
437
433
12243
200
559
4368
1176
2727
14
4410
475
36

Km2 per
Active
Station
841
936
1097
690
4964
3388
5267
9839
1214
80

River Km
per
Station
76
78
1926
34
102
822
175
456
229
777
82
5

River Km per
Active
Station
146
168
184
126
934
566
958
1734
210
12

Table 2-4: Minimum Recommended Station
Densities by the WMO

Minimum Density (Km2
per Station)

Physiographic Region
Coastal
Mountainous
Interior Plains
Hilly/ Undulating

2750
1000
1875
1875

Small Islands (Surface Areas
Less than 500 km2)

300

Polar/Arid (Sparse Population)

20000

The results demonstrate that for active stations all countries would meet minimum density
for arid or sparsely populated physiographic regions, however this is not the major physio
geography of these countries. Mexico, Nicaragua, and Honduras do not meet minimum densities
for coastal regions and only Puerto Rico, Belize, Costa Rica, and El Salvador meet station densities
for mountainous regions. A comparison of the countries’ spatial density to that of Puerto Rico
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show that the river observations system in Puerto Rico is strikingly denser than those of the other
countries. El Salvador is the next densest system; however, it is ten times less dense in terms of
river kilometer per active station and approximately nine times less dense in terms of square
kilometers per active station. In contrast, the active station density in square kilometer per station
of Nicaragua is 123 times that of Puerto Rico.

2.3.4

Temporal Extent Results and Analysis
Table 2-5 shows the temporal extent of the station datasets where information is available.

From these observations only Panama and Mexico would have stations that on average meet the
criteria established by Burns for twenty-five plus years of records. However, Nicaragua, Costa
Rica, and Belize have lengths of record greater than that of Puerto Rico, which has the advantage
of being run by the USGS.

Table 2-5: Summary of Temporal Extent of Datasets

Country

Total
Stations

Stations
with Date
Information

Belize
Costa Rica
Cuba
Dominican Republic
El Salvador
Guatemala
Haiti
Honduras
Mexico
Nicaragua
Panama
Puerto Rico

50
121
10
241
37
25
23
41
1549
29
141
248

37
115
10
237
32
0
0
0
1543
16
141
248

Average
Length of
Record
(years)
19.0
18.0
9.4
14.7
5.8
31.4
16.6
29.9
16.0
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Maximum
Length of
Record
(years)
46.0
63.5
16.0
46.0
13.4
92.5
38.8
69.5
69.1

Minimum
Length of
Record
(years)
1.3
1.1
2.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.7
2.7
0.03

2.4

Future Work
To better determine the extent which a data drought exists in the area of interest, in-depth

analyses would be required to assess the data for each country. Station density analyses need to
account for socio-economic and physio-climatic conditions in the country. Such analyses would
divide countries into physiographic regions and assess them by each of the recommended densities
from the WMO. Temporal extent of data could be better analyzed by grouping together
observation’s length of records for stations that are on the same river reach and may have replaced
an old or destroyed station. In addition to temporal extent of data, further analyses would account
for the spacing (frequency of measurement) and support (instantaneous or averaged observations)
of data to better assess data gaps.
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3

3.1

DEVELOPMENT AND DEPLOYMENT OF AN INTERNATIONALIZED
STANDARDS-BASED HYDROLOGIC INFORMATION SYSTEM DATA SERVER

Introduction
CUAHSI has developed a framework to improve access, management, and storage of

hydrometeorological data. This framework including HydroDesktop, HydroCatalog, and
HydroServer provide open source solutions to managing, searching, and accessing data. The
CUAHSI framework provides the advantages of storing data and metadata in standards based
formats accessible by many global entities (Horsburgh et al, 2008). For users who would like to
use HydroServer to store and manage their data, it requires two things: technical expertise to install
and run the software and approximately $10,000 to buy the required proprietary licenses, software,
and hardware to run HydroServer (hydroserver.codeplex.com, Microsoft.com, Esri.com).
Similarly, proprietary software is costly, which precludes many organizations from using it.
HydroServer Lite is a lite-weight web-based version of HydroServer. HydroServer Lite has
been successfully used as a low-cost alternative to HydroServer and requires little technical
expertise for installation, setup, and regular use (Kadlec, 2010). The only cost for HydroServer
Lite is that associated with obtaining and running a website, which many organizations already
have. In such cases there should be no additional cost for using HydroServer Lite on the website.
HydroServer Lite has been used by Conner (2013) successfully to manage a database for a
small ecological laboratory. Similarly, HydroServer Lite has been used as a hydrologic database
system for many other entities as an open source web-based software (for a few examples see
http://adventurelearningat.com/his/client/view_main.php,
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http://data.southwestcarbonpartnership.org/HydroServerLiteSWP/client/view_main.php,

and

http://www.carolinacarrion.com/web/HIS22/client/view_main.php).
There is a need for hydrometeorological database systems for groups in developing
countries. Experience in obtaining river observation data in developing countries has shown that
the format and system in which data is maintained can greatly vary. For example, some groups
maintain data in Excel files, while others have databases which are difficult for users to use. In
general, developing countries face two obstacles in maintaining data: technical expertise and cost,
both of which HydroServer Lite provides a solution. Studies have shown that while English
systems can be used by foreign-language users who understand some English, many times they
are unable to correctly interpret the context of the vocabulary (Holstrom et al, 2006). Therefore, a
version of HydroServer Lite is required that is translated in the native language of those who need
it in developing countries.
HydroServer Lite has fulfilled the need for custom, low-cost, database systems in the
English speaking world. An international version would fulfill this same need and even more so
in developing countries where the challenges with commercial highly technical software are the
greatest. An internationalized HydroServer Lite would allow groups in developing countries to
easily manage and publish data, and connect them with international groups, such as GEOSS,
dedicated to connecting groups with necessary data and services. However, solely developing an
international system will not begin to meet the full needs of developing countries, and a pilot
program is needed to help implement said system. True success of internationalization will include
the growth of regional leaders who will help others in the region to adopt and harness the benefits
of HydroServer Lite. This partnership will allow others to benefit from relationships with
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organizations like CUAHSI, WMO, and GEOSS who are actively trying to help developing
countries.

3.2

Methods
This section details the methods involved in developing an internationalized version of

HydroServer Lite and the steps taken to establish deployment with organizations in Central
America.

3.2.1

International Code Development
The structure of HydroServer Lite is a package of PHP script, JavaScript, and SQL scripts.

Each file in this package uses a combination of these codes to display the GUI, query the MySQL
database, and post query results to the user’s web page. The original HydroServer Lite has all the
text displayed on the web page directly embedded in the code, which includes numerous lines to
format the page, create alerts, and process data. To facilitate translation, the displayed text was
removed from the original file and replaced with a PHP variable. For example, what would
originally be found as <h1>Enter a Single Data Value</h1> is replaced with
<h1><?php echo $EnterSingleDataValue; ?></h1>. Once a variable is created
for each block of text, the actual text is stored in another file.
Text is stored in a combination of one or two files for each page, the _common_text.php
and/or the page_text.php. The _common_text is a file that contains all blocks of text that are the
same, either single words or paragraphs, allowing for these texts to be only translated once. For
example, the term “Abstract” is displayed to the user in five different places in the software.
The phrase “Required fields are marked with an asterisk (*).” Is repeated
thirty-five times in the software. By having this text replaced once with one variable, translation
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time is reduced. Likewise, because HydroServer Lite is expected to be translated by multiple
volunteers for one language, this also prevents different translations from occurring for the same
text. If the common text was not used, the phrase "Are you sure?" could be translated with
several variations. In Spanish it could be translated to “¿Estás ceirto?”, “¿Estás sin
duda”, or “¿Está usted seguro?”. By using the _common_text a consistent translation is
maintained for any text displayed multiple times. Replacing text with variables also simplifies the
translation process by removing text from its original file. By doing so the remaining code in the
file cannot complicate and slow translation. For example, a translator with little or no experience
with HTML does not need to decipher between formatting or text to translate as shown in the block
below.
<td width="720" valign="top" bgcolor="#FFFFFF"><blockquote>
<p><br

/><p

class="em"

align="right">Required

fields

are

marked with an asterisk </p> <div id="msg">
To facilitate translation and future updates, a new script and additional directories were
added to HydroServer Lite. The additional directories include a language directory and
subdirectories for each language translation that is complete. Subdirectories are named using codes
from the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) 639-1. For example, the
subdirectory containing the English text is named “en” and the parallel subdirectory for Spanish
text is named “es.” An example of the file structure is shown in Figure 3-1.
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\Client

\languages

\en

\es

\it

\ms

\pt

\sq

\zh

\page_text.php

\_common_text.php

Figure 3-1: File Structure for Added Language Subdirectory with ISO 639-1 Codes

Within the language subdirectories reside the _common_text and page_text. The page_text
represents each file in the main directory that has text stored within the language subdirectory. The
name of the page_text is created by using the file name appended with _text. For instance, the text
for add_data_value.php in the main directory is contained within the file named
add_data_value_text.php in the language subdirectory. Nevertheless, if all the text from a file is
already contained within the _common_text then the corresponding page_text file is not required
and omitted.
Text displayed by both JavaScript and PHP were replaced with PHP variables and defined
with the text in the language subdirectory. Each text is replaced with the corresponding variable
called by the echo function in PHP. For instance, “Abstract:” is replaced with
<?

php

echo

$Abstract;

?>
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and

stored

in

the

_common_text

as

$Abstract = "Abstract:";. To eliminate the need for multiple coding languages in the
language directories, the JavaScript text was nested inside PHP variables. The JavaScript code
alert("Error during processing! Please refresh the page and try
again."); is replaced by alert(<?php echo "'".$ProcessingError."'";?>);.
In total, 695 variables contain the entire displayed text of HydroServer Lite.
The script added to HydroServer Lite to read the language directories is the
internationalize.php file. This file reads in both the _common_text and related page_text files
bringing the variables stored there into memory. The internationalize.php file is included in every
file of the main directory with the require once PHP function. The PHP code for
internationalize.php is as follows:
$lang_code = "en";
$lang_file

=

str_replace(".php",

"_text.php",

basename($_SERVER["SCRIPT_NAME"]));
$page_text = "languages/" . $lang_code . "/" . $lang_file;
$common_text

=

"languages/"

.

$lang_code

.

"/_common_text.php";
include($page_text);
include_once($common_text);
The language code, which determines which language is displayed for users is set during
initial installation; however, it can be manually changed if desired. To change the above instance
to another language manually, a user would open internationalize.php and replace "en" from the
first line with the appropriate ISO 639-1 language code that has been previously translated. Future
development will allow users to instantaneously interchange between languages within the GUI of
HydroServer Lite.
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Using the internationalize script to access text stored in the page_text and _common_text
caused a problem when one file was called by another file and both were calling in the
_common_text. For example, every page includes a universal header.php and footer.php. To
remedy this an extra PHP parameter called $urlExtraName dictates that the path should be the path
relative to index.php in the main directory. This issue was resolved by including
$urlExtraName="header.php"; in the header.php file.
Universal Character Set Transformation Format – 8 bit (UTF – 8) encoding was chosen to
enable the character sets of the many languages into which HydroServer Lite is expected to be
translated. Every file in HydroServer Lite was manually set to UTF – 8 encoding through a source
code editor, Notepad++. For HydroServer Lite to correctly interpret the UTF – 8 encoding, which
allows it to read foreign characters such as those with accents (ë, ñ, á, í, et cetra) from the MySQL
database, mysql_set_charset ("utf8"); was inserted into the database_connection.php
file.
When a PHP script provided the text from the MySQL database to JavaScript components
of HydroServer Lite, they were unable to correctly read the UTF – 8 encoding. One example of
this occurs when site names are obtained from the database with getsites.php. In this file one line
specifically was coded as $sitename = $row2["SiteName"]; and was changed to
$sitename = utf8_encode($row2["SiteName"]); to correctly read the UTF – 8
encoding.

3.2.2

Translation
Once the infrastructure of HydroServer Lite was completed, initial translation to Spanish

commenced. To complete the translation rapidly, a group of six bilingual students and three native
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Spanish speakers volunteered to work together. The six bilingual students divided the page_text
files and translated them. After translation they were submitted to one of the native speakers to
review the accuracy of translation and maintain continuity between translations. The
_common_text.php was delegated to the second native speaker for translation. The third native
speaker translated the create_database_tables.sql file. Due to the nature of this file it was
translated by itself and took five hours to accomplish. This is due to the large amount of controlled
vocabulary entered into HydroServer Lite. However, a large portion of these controlled
vocabularies are beyond the scope of many agencies who will primarily use HydroServer Lite to
maintain streamflow, precipitation, and similar data. Therefore, future translation efforts will omit
many of these controlled vocabulary lists, and users can use the ability to add new parameters to
add the necessary information to their database. In total a complete translation to Spanish was
completed in twenty-two hours.
To facilitate translation to other languages a Google application was created to provide
access to a large number of volunteers for various languages, shown in Figure 3-2. The application
allows the user to see the text they need to translate, and has a text box to enter translation.
Translators are given a set of variables to translate that are stored in a Google spreadsheet. In some
cases the translation is even reviewed by native speakers. Once the translation is complete a script
will be used to transfer the translated text from the Google spreadsheet to PHP files inserted into
the appropriate language subdirectory. There have been five translators for Portuguese, including
one native Brazilian, two for Russian, two for Malay, one for Italian, a native for Albanian, and
one native for Mandarin Chinese.
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Figure 3-2: Example of Google Application to Facilitate Translation

3.2.3

Internationalization Development Needs
While the internationalized version of HydroServer Lite provides basic functionality in

other languages, there are other aspects that need to be implemented that will improve its usability.
Country specific terms, established as quality control for American users, need to be adjusted to
complete the internationalization of HydroServer Lite. Postal Codes that only allow the American
five-digit system need to be modified to allow alphabetical characters and increase the total number
of characters. Entry of telephone numbers only permits American ten-digit numbers, and the data
entry verification must be altered to accept other number combinations. Spatial reference
controlled vocabulary needs to be expanded to include more than those solely used in the western
hemisphere. Initially, spatial reference controlled vocabulary was limited to the controlled
vocabulary registered with the Master Controlled Vocabulary Registry; however, with the change
from ODM Version 1.0 to 1.1 CUAHSI has expanded the list from 225 to 339 entries including
the World Geodetic System 1984/ Universal Transverse Mercator (WGS 84/ UTM) zones
(http://his.cuahsi.org/mastercvreg). Adding the WGS 84/ UTM zones and other country specific
zones to HydroServer Lite will allow users in other countries to better maintain their data.
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Currently, HydroServer Lite provides a list of states for users to choose from to identify the
location of sites or contacts. This list of states needs to be removed and replaced with a list of states
or provinces based on a selected country, or a text box is needed to enter this information. If the
county is not applicable for a specific region then a null value should be entered into the database
if left blank. Finally, the ODM schema needs to be updated to accept country names in the sites
table and the contact information in the data source table. It is anticipated that this update will
occur with the release of ODM 2.0. The update of the ODM may contain other improvements to
the controlled vocabulary, such as spatial references, that will be beneficial to HydroServer Lite.
It is important that as these improvements occur from CUAHSI that HydroServer Lite developers
update its functionality.

3.3

Results and Discussion
With an established Spanish version of the internationalized HydroServer Lite a pilot

program needed to be implemented to ascertain its usefulness and, if successful, create regional
leaders that will assist others to use it.

3.3.1

International Outreach
At a conference in Honduras, April 2013, hosted by the OAS, a presentation was given

detailing the efforts of internationalizing HydroServer Lite and the benefits that it would bring to
agencies dealing with hydrologic data. Three organizations from Honduras, Guatemala, and
Nicaragua asked to be included in the implementation of the internationalized HydroServer Lite.
In May of 2013 a webinar was hosted with these three agencies to discuss CUAHSI and GEOSS
concepts and services (such as HIS, SOAP, and WaterML), and to demonstrate the capabilities of
HydroServer Lite. The groups reconfirmed their interest and were given tasks to prepare to
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establish a HydroServer Lite of their own. Unfortunately, many of these agencies were
understaffed and still unsure how to proceed, stalling any progression made on their part. To better
help them, various documents and presentations were prepared (see Appendix A) and sent to them.
These documents included:
•

How to prepare data to be entered into HydroServer Lite

•

How to configure a HydroServer Lite on a web server

•

The Why and How of HydroServer Lite

•

Spreadsheets to enter data for HydroServer Lite

The purpose of The Why and How of HydroServer Lite presentation is to educate users of
the system’s capabilities and advantages, as well as to educate decision makers who could stall or
hasten its implementation. Due to the lack of progress from the groups the spreadsheets were sent
to each agency to gather data that could be used to establish an instance of HydroServer Lite.
Worldwater.byu.edu is a site that promotes and explains the purpose in development of an
internationalized HydroServer Lite. To support groups in establishing HydroServer Lite a server
with MySQL databases is currently maintained at worldwater.byu.edu. Information about the
software, databases hosted on the server, and initiatives are presented therein. An example
HydroServer Lite called the “Sandbox” was created that allows potential users to experience the
user interface and capabilities of HydroServer Lite before installing their own. The sandbox has
large time series data inputted that allows users to manipulate the data to any extent. Every night
the sandbox database is restored to the original version permitting other users to experience the
same setup of HydroServer Lite as well. As a result of the information gathered from the groups
through the provided spreadsheet, instances of HydroServer Lite were established on
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worldwater.byu.edu for each group. It was anticipated that once an instance was established and
agencies became familiar with it, they would have enough incentive to further pursue use. One
group was able to provide the minimal data to setup a functional instance on the
worldwater.byu.edu server, but the remaining organizations were unable or unwilling to provide
data.
Ultimately, a trip to visit each agency to best grasp their needs was scheduled. In October
2013, a visit to each agency for one and a half days was completed with great success. Since the
visits, continued and improved interactions have occurred with each agency to provide support
and establish operational HydroServer Lite instances for each. The following details the status of
these groups.

3.3.2

Guatemala
In Guatemala, the Coordinación Nacional para la Reducción de Desastres (CONRED),

which translates to the national coordination for the reduction of disasters, is trying to establish
HydroServer Lite. CONRED collects streamflow and precipitation data for flood prevention;
however, their mandate extends to search and rescue, post disaster sheltering, and cleanup. They
are using the HydroServer Lite established for them at worldwater.byu.edu intermediately until
they can host it on their own server at conred.gob.gt. The principal contact at CONRED does not
have much support and requested that the stations be setup for their HydroServer Lite. They hope
to involve other agencies, those responsible for meteorological and hydraulic information, and to
leverage the Guatemala laws that require information to be free and available to all in establishing
additional HydroServer Lite instances. This may be a means to establish HydroServer Lite
instances for many other groups in Guatemala and the region.
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CONRED’s HydroServer Lite has three sites, one of which has precipitation data.
Currently, requests to receive data from CONRED are being made. This data will be used to further
establish a functioning HydroServer Lite. Once established, CONRED staff will be instructed in
how to use it. Figure 3-3 shows CONRED’s HydroServer Lite displaying a data table of a site with
an additional field to add a new data value to the table.

3.3.3

Nicaragua
In Nicaragua INETER, has worked to implement a HydroServer Lite. INETER is the

national agency for cartography, meteorology, and water resources. Being in charge of these
subjects at a national level has allowed them to maintain an Oracle database of hydrologic
information. Regrettably, the Oracle database used by INETER is difficult to manage and one
cannot easily access data. A conversion process is underway to migrate the data from this database
into a MySQL database with the ODM. In Nicaragua, the data they collect and maintain has
restricted access by law. Members of INETER feel this is wrong and believe they lose money in
efforts to sell data. They plan to establish an instance of HydroServer Lite on their server and
provide public access to plots of the data. Ability to download or view tables of the data will be
restricted to users with established usernames and passwords. To complete restriction to the data,
the directory containing web services will also be disabled on their instance. This will prevent
other organizations from accessing their data, but will also prevent their own agency from
connecting to their data from other resources such as HydroDesktop. The expectation is that law
makers will soon allow free distribution of data understanding the benefits it will provide
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Figure 3-3: HydroServer Lite for CONRED with Data Table and Data Value Editor Displayed

nationally with increased studies and other services available internationally from initiatives
similar to GEOSS. Another incentive to law makers may come in the form of regional peer
pressure. As other countries in the region provide free access to data and benefit from global
efforts, law makers may worry they have been left behind with archaic views of data access.
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While the migration of the INETER Oracle database is currently underway, a HydroServer
Lite on worldwater.byu.edu does contain a limited dataset. The data on this HydroServer Lite
includes eight sites across the country, each with a month’s worth of data for stream water level
or discharge. Figure 3-4 shows the HydroServer Lite for INETER displaying a map of stations
with available data and Figure 3-5 shows multiple datasets displayed on a graph.

Figure 3-4: INETER Instance of HydroServer Lite with Map of Stations
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Figure 3-5: Multiple Stream Discharge Datasets in the HydroServer Lite for INETER

3.3.4

Honduras
In Honduras, CCIV has worked to use HydroServer Lite. This organization operates to

prevent flooding in the main economic valley of the country. CCIV is not directly funded by the
government, but at times benefits from funding from outside groups in response to large disasters,
such as Hurricane Mitch in 1998. In particular, after this destructive hurricane they were given
access to Kisters’ HYDSTRA software. They used this to manage telemetry data until they were
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unable to fund updates for the software and hardware required to maintain access. From that point
on, they were unable to access the processed data, yet they continued to run a script to download
a Kisters file containing the data. They have maintained approximately five years of data files
without access to actual data. These files have now been recovered with a Visual Basic script and
are being organized for entry to their instance of HydroServer Lite. Representatives of CCIV
believed that without this data recovery the data may have been lost all together.
The data of CCIV is currently hosted on worldwater.byu.edu. CCIV does not currently
have any servers to host data, nor to potentially migrate data to. They have a proposal to a Spanish
agency that may help secure funding for a server to host data in the near future. The basic site
information for their sixty-seven sites is available on HydroServer Lite with a map displaying the
data in Figure 3-6. Once organization of precipitation and discharge times series is completed,
these data will be added to their instance.

3.3.5

Steps Forward
The three above groups have large datasets collected over many years. They will need to

allocate the necessary resources to obtain servers or commercial web servers to eventually migrate
their data from worldwater.byu.edu. Once their databases are established, continued
correspondence will help workout any complications that may arise within the internationalized
HydroServer Lite. As they have more experience and success with the software they can
recommend to and unite with other regional groups that can benefit from the system. As the
internationalized HydroServer Lite is used and improved it can better support these organizations
that need it.
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Figure 3-6: Honduras Stations on Map with Partial List of Stations Displayed

Once these instances of HydroServer Lite are fully operational and in use by these
countries, they have the opportunity to connect to the GEO DAB, linking their in-situ data to the
global exchange of data through GEOSS. Successful compatibility tests have been completed to
ensure the web services in HydroServer Lite correctly function within the GEO DAB. Once their
data are linked with GEOSS, each group can take advantage of the other services offered through
GEOSS.
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4

CONCLUSION

Chapter Two of this study sought to determine if a data drought exists in select countries
in Latin America in terms of data access, spatial density, and temporal extent. An analysis of data
access determined that one-third of the countries studied have limited or no access to hydrologic
data. In terms of spatial density of active stations, only Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, and Puerto
Rico meet the WMO’s strictest physio geographic region minimum density of 1,000 kilometers
per station. However, in comparison to Puerto Rico, whose hydrologic stations are run by a
developed country, the densities of the other countries are approximately ten to one hundred times
greater. Temporal extent of the stations show that Mexico and Panama are the only countries that
have stations with an average of over twenty-five years of length of record, while Belize, Costa
Rica, and Nicaragua have an average length of record over sixteen years.
Through these observations it is concluded that there is a data drought in the area of interest,
though in this analysis, parts of this drought may be exaggerated by data access complications. All
countries face at least one or more issues classifying them as having limited data. For example,
while Mexico has an average length of record of over thirty years, and access to their datasets
through online web services, the spatial density of the data is well above the coastal minimum
densities recommended by the WMO. To better assess the extent of the data drought in Latin
America, the steps outlined in the Future Work section should be followed. In countries where
limited data access is encountered, they may benefit from the standards based hydrologic database
management software provided by the internationalized version of HydroServer Lite.
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The internationalized version of HydroServer Lite fulfills a need of many agencies to
provide low-cost, easy-to-use hydrologic data management software. Now available in Spanish,
future translation will allow HydroServer Lite to be used in many countries around the world. In
conjunction with GEOSS, the BYU World Water Group has aided three developing countries to
implement HydroServer Lite to varying degrees. While these countries have ongoing
implementation, a final assessment of the research goal is unavailable at this time; however, a
summary of the ongoing process is given below.
For Guatemala, a site has been established that will migrate to a server that CONRED
maintains, and they are working to gather regional partners. In Nicaragua, HydroServer Lite will
be used as a new means to maintain and access data for the national water resources agency with
hopes to change national laws on data sharing. Isaìas Montoya from INETER described the
benefits of working with HydroServer Lite and GEOSS by stating, “This data will help us make
studies. Without data, we have no studies. And without studies, we do not have knowledge, and
without knowledge we cannot improve the conditions of our watersheds”. In Honduras, CCIV is
starting to maintain their newly restored data with HydroServer Lite, giving access to data that will
help protect the economy and livelihoods of the people in the Valle Sula.
These new partners are pioneering the way for other groups to adopt HydroServer Lite and
join global projects such as GEOSS. While HydroServer Lite has yet to improve data management
and access with these groups they are trying to implement the system to obtain said goal. The
challenges that face them in using HydroServer Lite include limited manpower to work on the
project and government approval for using a system that allows free access to data. However, these
agencies have a vision that the improved data management and access will provide immense
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benefits and affect the lives of millions of people. In the words of Luis Da Costa from CCIV, this
work is “for the benefit of society and of the countries that desperately need this support.”
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APPENDIX A. ELECTRONIC SOFTWARE TRAINING RESOURCES

A.1 How to Prepare Data to be Entered into HydroServer Lite
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A.2 How to Configure HydroServer Lite on a Web Server
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